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1APPENDIX A
1. Questionnaire in Greek
2. Questionnaire in English
Stylistic Modifications have occurred
EparcrittatoMyto CYTIV OtKOVORICTI CEV0.1)611 51.60VOW 1.1.1.1CCO5V EICtxetpflaecov
OLV61166CE 66 EX2t.ivtK4 67E11E1,0661.0 Kat 67ctxetpfiattc 66 xthpsc Trig
Ava-coXuatic Eupoktric.
Ovotta Eictxsifyrio-n6:
Atei)Ouvoli
Taxt)SpotuKcig 1Cth8tKac
TriXtycovo	 npa
littEpottrivia
21. note) (a) E1VOLL TO (a) xi)pto (a) npoitiv (Tot) TI urn-ipso-leg trig antxsiprio-qc:
2. HotO xpOvo Sii.ttoupyijOrpcs ri IILKTTI E7t1.XElpTICS71:
3.1 flapcticcath So50-cs t WEN/ aplellO CCRO TO 1 &DC TO 5 GE KatOE t VOL anO TCL
CLKOX01)00t 'I CEpLlythq 67tlXCLpTIGLCLKam KIVTITpa 7C01) Gag oyiaav va
EICEVS6GETE as AXpavia/Botayapia/PouRavia/Pwoia.
0 apt0p,Oc 1 Ssixvet TO Kivirpo "xap.iXOtspric t manic", 0 aptOptóg 5
Ssixvct TO Kiviirpo winiXO-ceprig v-cacrric.
IlpOG3CLO-71 GE perivercepo SavetaKO xprittarticO icstpaXato an'ent ii
ETLIXEip1IGT1 tug Wric xthpac
Karoxri icaMtspric texvoXoyiac CL7C 'CLUT7j 7r01) tXOLYV OL EltLX£LpliCTELC
atm/ tvii xthpa
Avthtspsc ETELXElplitLaTLKtC Kat Stoticrittictg LKOLVOTTITEC as 0-7e6EL 1.1.£ TLC
entxstpflo-etg o-tri Eévii xthpa
Hapcoccath avatptpars onotoSivrots aAlo attlythg uctxstprio-taKO Kivwcpo
TEXLKO, 7tOLO TITCW TO 7tLO GTIROLVTLKO at.ttyo5g entxstplio-tax6 xivirpo yta
crag
3.2 OTOLV ETLEV560ETE EIXOLTE 67EiGTic 0-Tparnytith KiVTITpa.
Nat 0	 Oxt El
Av ót 7Cp0XCOpliCrTE GTO 3.3
Eav vat Stho-cs evav aptORO CL7tO TO 1 eLOg Kat TO 5 ytct KaOs eva anti -Ca
CEKOXOUOCL icivritpa.
3E7EEV51501)11E GE Ilia arce• atyttc ttg xthpec 7ta vu KepSio-outi8 TO
7EXEOVtKTTHICE tic "nixintic Kivriarig n GE CLUT4 ttc a7op8c.
ETCEV560-04.LE GE RICE an'atrttc ttc xthpsc atcoXouNivtac eVOLV aVTG.70.WLGT11j
anO triv 87x6pta a7op6t
H entV81.)011 GE Ilia. an'atycac Ttc xthpsg EiVaLAWE iliac cupircenc
atparriyuctic n apnyttcol) KOaropc"
H EnviSucrri GEpIa an'auttc ttc xthpsc sivat ttab.ta tIaç svp&repric
GTpaTTI7LKTIC Stayoponoirlarig (7rpoiOvroc)
H enevSuari GE Ilia an'avc6c ttc xthpsc sivat ti.ttta plug crtpatirKfic
11E1m-rig KOo-coug GE atrpcsicpti.tevec Spaargptercitsc
H sictv8uoli as Ina an'aurec ttc xthpsc sivat ti.tfuta jiIaç svpirrspric
0-TpOETTrytK1iC Stayoponoiriaric au7KsicptRevow otx/Kthv 5paa-ctiptanitow.
H snevSuari as i.tia an'amtc TLC X05pEg sivat ti.tfitta !nag sopksplic
atparnyticric 76co7payuc1ic Stayoponoitimic
H sicevSuai as pia an'auttc ttc xthpsc sivat anotasai.ta alow
0-TpaTT1711(05V KLVTITpow
napalmXth avap6pare:
TEXLK6 /COLO TITCEV TO TCLO G1111CLVTIKO atparrrytKO xivritpo St'sadtc:
3.3 H snevSuail aac GE pia an'atyrtc ttg xthpec ijtav anotasatta optailtvow
7tapa7OVTCOV-7EXEOVEKTTIIILITOW TEOL) Ot 181.8C 01, xthpec npoatyspav
4Nat El	 Oxt El
av e)xt 7tTryCEIVETE arriv spdmicyli 4
Bay vat Mats gvav aptege) ane) TO I ge)g TO 5 yta KaOs gva cure) ta
oricaot)Oct xivitpa.
To oticovolitio5 neptpeOaoy Taw LAI/11205V ETEtTOKICOV CTTTIV EXX6Sot icatyst
anayopetrcticri TTIV aV600111/11 ETLEVSUTUCCOV pacrirl ptOTTITOW.
'ET01. E7TEVOI5OVTag 0-"011neg ttg xthpsc eyto-v5oui.ts sttp,gaug -ctiv
otyrayowtatticercritdt Rag atriv EXXTIVtKTI Kat &Alec Atrcticeg ctyopeg.
E7CEVS6OVTOLC	 GE	 AXI3avia-Bot2yapia-PouRavia-Pwcia
EKRETaXXEDOI1.01.0-TE TTI 	 1 tot)g tpuo-ticoi)g ne)po pg Trig xthpag
EnEV51.)ovrag	 GE	 A7I3avia-Book7apia-PouRavia-Pcocria
EKRETa2aEl)61.1aGTE TTIV UTEOSORTI TT1C xthpctg
Enev83ovtag GE AA,flavia-Botayapia-Pou[tavia-Pcoo-ia
61gteta2astx5ttaats atrocexpt[ttvo avOpthntvo 81)vaRtice) etOticsoR gyo sits
CTTO ptopixavims KAA560 cite GE myKsicpti..tevec avetyKsg tic Entxeiplimig
EnsvHovrag as AXI3avia/Botayapict/Powavia-Pcoaia evStayspe4tac-tay
yta TO si)pog Kai. TO xapartripa (T1 'etrticrri eivat ytct npotewtot xa[trOdic
tAirriktig notOrritag) Trig 11TIcYI1c TTIC x,thpag
OTaV snev8i5ctils GE AX13avia-BouX7apia-Povilavia-Pcocria
u7tspicspo6act[1s si.tneiSta not) 1.1 TO7RK1I Kl)PepVTiCTTI EiXE ent1360ast GTO
spnOpto (Saa[toi fihcat nocrourthcystg)
IlapaKaX05 7Cp0G0eGTE 07COLOSTITCOTE ealo KIvitpo napetyo y-ca xobpac
&ray Ot7rOpaG14411TE Va E7LEVE$15GETE GTO ecoteptice)
TeXticet note) trav TO MO GMLLOIVTtKO idwirpo xthpac yta scrag.
54. Kdvats sayarygg cc A7I3avia-BouXyapia-PouRavia-Pwaia nptv
COLOTOLaIGETE VOL ElEEV81:XTET8 EK£1
Nat 0	 Oxt
5a. AthaTE eVaV aptO[tO arcO TO 1 ecog 5 (1 yta xainiXfig evtaarig Kivritpo, 5 yta
TO twriXercepo gVTOLCTTIC xivitpo) yta thee eva arcO ta axaotka
xprularooticovotmcd Kivirpa entxsipriaig nou aag o5firio-av va
5riploupriasts Rta 	 JuKtll srctxsipriari
Atayoporcoiriall XapT0(plAaK101)
To gysOog TOL) 87CEVSE814.1AVOU KspaXaiou sivat 1.111CpOTEpO-OLVaX071.1COL-CTE
51.60V1"1 KLICTTI 67L1XElpT10TI CETC 'eal CTE na OD7OLTRLKTI eT0-1 e1.4.1£0a
ETC1TU7X6V011p.8 [1sicoom . Ktv5iwou as xprittattKotic Opoug acpoi) 5eal.tsfxmis
Xtyenspo Kscpciaato 0711 StsOvii [LVICTTI E7C1XEipT1CTT1 08 °Vail [LE TTIV MITI&
trig Ovyatpticrig Erttxsipiarig
Ze WU. 81.60V1i 1.11ICTTI entxsipriari gxowts iva ypriyopercepri 7tspio5o
EltaVaLKT110-11C Tow xplittarrcov arc'ent 66 Ilia Ouya-cpticii
sp. Flapcticoath avasppcvre O1C0105117LOTE (50ao xpilitatooticovoRtKO Kivitpo
erttxsipriaric TCOO crag o5117riaav va Sruitoopyrio-sts tta 1,60V1i
E7C1X61.1)11 611
57. TeXticsi rrotO *ray TO arlltavtticenspo xprigatooticovolitKO Kivrrpo
Entxsipriang not) aag eKCEVE Va 5r1iitoupyrICTETE na 5160V1i
erctxeiprlari.
6a. Flapaica45 5that6 tvav aptO[tO aná• TO 1 eCOC TO 5 (1 yta Kiviyupo xct[tTIg
gVTOECT11C 5 yta TO Kivrtrpo tAriXerrspric evtaarig) yta icdtOs tva cure) Ta
OLICOXODOOL atpatTlytica Kiviirpa E1C11611)110-11C 7C01) 011C eKOLVOLV VOL (pTiLaETC
6ua 81,E0V11 turn( EntxEifyricrri.
11pOo-13aati aE iaeg
HpOapacri C7E cirrrivO Epyarticci SuvaRticc5
flpOcriktom C7E OIKTUO Stavopaic
EKI.LETetX2EU011 01K0V01.1.1.0W KX11.LaKag Kat CTKO7C06
Tvag avtorycovtatfig otriv cactrcepticti ayopdt 5Tuttoopyci tint StEOVII 1.1,11CT1I
Ent)(Eipricri CTE AXOCEVIOC-Bouk7apia-POUllaViCt-PC.00 -la icat 11.11.17107jKapE
OCUTli tri crtpatraticii
Mtcra) lilac Stsevoi)c j.tuct1g Entzeiplicrig EICI.Tuyxacvoupz Reicocri KINS6VOU
CTE va noXitticat, voRtxót Kat xotvowtxdt ao-caOec rcepti3Olov
MCY0,.) j.itag 51E0vo5c jnKtig Entxcipricnig C'TEEpvot5p.e 7COAATtC7TUCeC
OtaTop6g Kai. i exttetaAleuktacrre TO KNOW HOW TOU TORUCOU etaipou
Kat '71 n arcoppo(poiwz" til yvoicrn TOU Kat T71 SuvatOurca (i.tdvat4tev-r)
7COU eXEl.
63. IlapaicaXth avaTepatc &nom 4iXXo crtpattyyticO xlviTrpo gictxcipricrric 7COU
crag o5firio-s va yTtogETE Ina 1.111Ctij erctxcipricm.
67. TeMica 7COU5 fiTOW TO nib crimayruce) crrparriyucO xivirrpo yta ecydc TCOU
crag c)5fi7ricse o-rri 5ritttotTyla Iliac nictg erctxsicmcrig
7a. FlapaxaXth 5tho--cs vav aptOw5 care) 1 kog 5 (1 581XVEl. TO icivrtrpo
xagiXerceprig evtao-rig 5 5sixvct TO xivrrupo umniXeasprig gvtacnic) 7ta
Kale st5tKO xiviirpo xthpag nou crag t Kays va 511itopp7rricrET8 Rta SteOvii
1.11KTTI E7C11EipT1671..
art6pacri.ta KuPepyritticthv cirroSicov.
7H V01.10080ia TTIC kVTIC Xthpag alta70p8661. 
	
2u5oi TTK Olga:Twig
erctxeipricrig
H StaTCpa7ROMEIMUCTI LC7riC 1,LE ttc TOTELKeC Ko13epvirtK6g apxtg apVivet
fitcro) trig Xxiarig Trig Ote0votig IJAKTlic 67ELX8ipTIOTIC
713. HapaKcao5 Sthate 07E01087'17E0TE (50n10 etStKO Kivrrpo xthpac not) crag
oSfiyias va tirculete !Act Stsevri 1.111CITi EntXgip710-11
7y. TEXAral 7EOLO TiTaV TO crriRavctKercepo Kivitpo xthpag not) OTEC eKaVE Va
S11j101.4:07110-ETE pta tKtT E7ttzEip11c511
8. Hotoi Myot 0-ag gKaVaV Va a7COpphlf£TE T1 A.150-11 tic OigarptKrig
erctxciprio-rig
9ct. Hai:mega-re evav aptORO arcO, 1-5 (co 1 Seixvst TO Kivrrpo xaRriXerreprig
VTWYTIC TO 5 Seixvet TO KivIlTp0 uvriXerceprIc evraomg)	 Kivrrpa
erctXoyfig To p auverctipm aaC
E7CCETOLOMIC781C, 1)7E050111j Entipou
AnoOtRatot ETaipOL)
Ki)pog Etaipou (pipRa)
TOTELKIj TaUTOTIlTa etaipou
Kotvoi crtparriytKoi atOxot
Eraipog Re ibto Rtye0og
Eraipog 1.1.6 RtKpOtepo Reye0oc
actipog p Reycainepo peysOog
Etaipog Re LKaVO7E01.11T1KO ctptORO naorcuiv
Auvarearra etaipov va E7ELKOLVOW110-81. 0-TOL DATIVLKli
Etaipog p8croplaripo)Rartidt arroOgRarct
actipog Re texvoXoyia atxRrig Kat epretpict aTI1V Epaptiori TTIC
actipog Re exapKri xprwartroat arroOARata
Etaipog Re tyrIX,r1 StaPaORturi 070 Tpet7E41KO TOga TT1C XthpaC TOD
X0VTag 7tptio-Pcto-11 66 Oliver-cep° Ketpactto
8Etaipoc /mu StaOttst SiKTUO Stavottlic Kat EKEEtpia liapicsttv-pc.
MARKETING
Etaipog fiE WyTIA.,6 6E1.81..KEI)IIEVO epyattice.) StwapAKO Kat ep7aataicti
etplivr1
Etaipoc o-s o-uvSEOREvo xthpo Rs TLC Spacrniptercrycsc trig Entxciprio-Tic
Etaipog 7t011 GEPETat TOV (12ao staipo SEV EXEt oicoptopvtattith Kivritpa
auvspyao-iac
EntXoyfi etaip01) 7t01) OTED,ETCUL aril 6uWet!11.KT1 TO.)V Karaatho-Ecov
(EntpatXXETat anO TO nsptI3607ov)
90. "ExETE ala EtStith Kprnipta yta E7tt2L.0711 cruvstaipot) not) KaA.1yrrrouv
EtSticec a.vaitcEc -clic entxeipriafic Gag (n.x. atyyKEKRIEVO apt01.16
o-cotxElow EVEp7ltuco6).
Nat 0	 Oxt El
Eav vat napaxaX.th avapEpETE
10. Oa EntXtyaTE GaV ETctipo [ttct KpOLTIACTI E7UXEipri611, Ilta "t8tant.Kfl
entxsipiom, li Evav tStthrn
1.Kpartial EntxciprioTi 2.IStantial EntxEipilai 	 3.IStcbtrig
11. Av OEXETE EVa etaipo KpaTIKTI E7Ctxsipicri nctpaicaA,th &bats Evav aptORO
anO 1 ecoc 5 satoug alcOXou0ouc XOyot)c.
EntXoyn anoteXcattct EcoTEptiaric SuvaRtialc
fIpOol3aaii GE gyrriveycepo KEyd0t.ato
KoPepvirctidt o-uttpaata
9HpOcrPaoli GE Sitcwayalipo(pOptio-tig
12. HOo-o ypacpetoicpatticei EiVat p.uaKpatticri ETC1X,Eipr1cr1 GE AM3avia-
BotAyapia-Pouttavia-Nocria
• rho ypayEtoicpctruai anO Ina ISturtiol entxciprlari
AtyOtepo ypa(pEtoxparticti anO tua tStarrucri entx6ipiom
To 15101.) ElLtng801) ypapetotcparia 1.1.E na 181,0MKTI
13. Ileptypthins TOUC AA5youg nou oStyricrav Toy AvaroXticoevpconaio Etaipo
va Eitt2t,est Eo-dc 03C etaipo
14. H arcOyacri ot RUCTTI Entx,eipriari eivat anotasava
MOvo Top Fevticoi) Ateiktyvtof.) Tic
MOvo TOD TOTELKOl) staipou
Memo TOU "Dativa etaipm
O revticOg Atet)Ouvrrig 67Cl1pEgEtat 417CO TO7CUCO Etaip0
O FEVt1COC Ateueovrtic ErripthCarat artO 'Daiwa eTaipo
O revtick AtEvOuvrtic enripEgEtat Kat ane• TOUC 6i5o Etaipovc
15. Av EXeyXETE TM/ .UKt1 C11613110511EX6yx6T8
K(106 Spao-tiptOttyra Tic
OptuRevec Spacruiptennt6c trtc
16. Av agyrts optcrikevEc SpacyrriptentitEc Tic !Ls. 1capaxaXo5 ava(pgpEts
17. flotO tjtiia TIN aXocriSac rcapaywyng trig 11.8. at-as-rat anO crac Kat
note:, anO	 OWOMOAAKOEUp(07CGIKO 8-caipo GaC
18a. A05078 gvav aptOttO arcel 1 ecoc 5 yta KdOe va KaavtoltO EXe7XOU 7COU
XpT1011107C01,EITE cyrriv tt.e.
—Euvavt Ticretc
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—Eutti3oXatoypaytKoi nEptoptaRoi rcou KaOopiCouv Eicaxptfithc
StKatthuata Kat DROXpECI5aEtC TOD Ka0E Entipou
—Atoptapng npoathictKoi) (YE 066E1C K2tEtOla
—AVaTCT1411 61)7KEicptttevou opyccvontKoi) Kat SoutKoti 7a,ataiou
—A7COTEXECTI-taTtKli OtKEtOTTITa 	 7Cp0C5COMKO XattTl2015 87E117E650U CYTTIV
[LC.
--0X0KVIPCOOTI aVkLEO-Ct 66 ILE. Kat aE KntptKeg erctxetpflactg
--"Ynapri 5t7aco[torctKerr1tag
— .YitafATI auyKEKptutvcov inixavtaRthv yta Enauan StayOpow
—YminXcit StKatChliaTatidi pot)
—Anotiunaii Trig E'rctOuttiag yta e7,EyX0 TOD MANAGEMENT nig [Lumic
entxcipticnig alto AVOLTOX1KOCUIXOTtai0 ETOCip0
TCOV VOI.ttK6V Kat 571Rtoatovouucciw 5taT gECOV 7COD
cirri pelgouv TTIV	 Kat 1.17COpEi vu a2n16(Couv StaxpovtKa
—Enti3okti MINIMUM anattrio-ecov 2ercoupyiag
—AtKatthuata VETO
—EntX,oyfi TOD rEVVIC015 AtED0UVT06 TTICttictiç cntxEipticsng
—EK7cai56uo-ri npoo-contKoi)
—Anotiuriari A,ettoupyiag EK Tow uat6pcov
—EtparnytKeg anoCtuttthaccov npoo-contKoi) Kat bonus
—1-1oXt-ctK6g ROD Ka00pg0DV TT1V aVecttEtTI TOW IITITptKO5V EntIElpfICSEGYV
18. Ao50-TE Xe7tTou6pEtsg yta 07C0t051j7COTE 602o unxavtaRO EXtyxou not)
XP11011.tonotcitat o-tiv
19a. Eivat o AvatoXtKoEuparnaioc Etaipog o-ag yvtho-trig Tow avarc6po)
urixavtauthv eXeyxou
Nat El	 Oxt 0
1 9f3. Div vat avacgpate TOUC unxavto-Ro6g 7COD yva)AEt
20. Katexete neptao-Otepo ijXtyenepo arcO TO 50% TOD I.LETOX1K06 KetpaXaiou
trig utKrfig 87ttx6iprla1ig
1. At7O-c6po	 2. lao uz 50%	 3. Ileptaaempo
21. IlotOg cace) toug aKaou0oug napacyov-rec o-ag arlyriae a'aurtj tnv
anexpao-ri.
—XpiwatootKovotttKOc nsptoptap.Og
—Kiv5uvog xthpag
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—Arcegpaai not) 67421:011 CETUS TOTC1,K11 1CD3epV1IO-T1
—EtaiPOC ti iuctij entxeipriari
22a. Avayepars (Movc napayovrec not) crag o817110-av 	 rriv anexpaari
2213. IlotOc anO 'mug avong po) napetyovrec litav o arwavtuccitepog (tca-cd-rari
ae KkillaKCL with 1-5)
23. H aqtliETOXii aag o-rn p.c. eivat Kupio)c
1. XpTillattKli	 2. [al xprittanKft	 3. Kat TOE 61..)0
IlapaOgaats ativtoRec Eilyticretc
24. flOao avãStaToweite lie Toy etaipo aac
1. o-natvta	 2. 1.teptKec popgc	 3. noXi) o-vxv6t
6.60-CE o-iwrop.ec arcavtriastc
25. H gVTOLC711 TTIC Sta.(pCOVICtg XotpcuccripiCetat cog
1. xa[trikri	 2. Rso-aia	 3. v‘irrikii
Atho-te ai)v-cotti
26. IlotOc arcO toug arcOlievoug A,Oyoug eivat mnfri Stapowiag pc toy etaipo
crag (IlapaKcath xpri611.107COIACTC6 TT1V 0.1.11.a.Ka 1-5).
—EnitetAri npoaconticthv crrOxow axe) 7aet)pac etaipou
—AtapopettKO 7C0X1:CL071,K6 tnrOl3a0po
—AtOLTOPErt.K0i. C5T pcarryticoi crcOxot etaipoyv
— Atm() 0 pettKOc xpovtKOg 0 Aovrac atpatiyyuajçTOW staipcov
—Avtayowtal.tOc 1n1rptKo5v EICtxstplicrecov
—Msta13i13aom yvtharic
1.8tou cnputoç
—Aaqtycovia atn 8tavog Kep8o5v avktsaa atoK etaipcmg
—Ataspopst tKO atu7. 81.01KTIOMg
—AaxripEg npoacontKgc axgaetc *Fa CrETI [LE.
—arcpot)ari C5E 7Cp0C7COMKO E7C1.7tE80 aVa1£ 150, 5 reVtith AteuOtArtfi Trig
p..e. Kat as IITITC11.Kgg 87RXELp1petc
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26f3. AXXot XOyot not) o-ag ariyotiv as Stayowia RE TON/ Etaipo crag
naporKcao5 rrapaEgaTE
27. 'EXETE GKOTCO VCi COagETE TO Rt7E00g TOD RETOX11(015 aag icapa2n,aiot)
arriv p..E.=111,KT1i erctxEipiari
1. Nat 0	 2. Oxt 0	 3. AEV Wco 0
flapaica2th &bats afw-cotti E1i1/11011
28. 0 Etaipog o-ag tX811, 0-1(07th Va CalgEt TO 81.KO TOD 1100-00-TO GURRETOXlig
CYTT1V ILE.
1. Nat 0	 2. Oxt 0	 3. AEV Wo.) 0
llapaKaA,th Ell'ITiCTTE 015VTORa
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Questionnaire on Economic Analysis of International Joint Ventures between
Greek enterprises and enterprises in Eastern European Countries.
Name of Company:
Address
Post Code
Telephone	 Time
Date
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1. What is (are) this company's main product(s) or service(s) ?
2. What was the year that the I.J.V. was established ?
3.1 Please assign a number from 1 to 5 for each of the following «firm-specific»
motives which made you to invest in Albania/Bulgaria/Romania/Russia.
Number 1 indicates the «lowest-intensity» motive, Number 5 indicates the
«highest intensity» motive.
Access to cheaper financial capital than the host country's firm.
Possession of better technology than the host country's firms.
Superior entrepreneurial and managerial ability compare to host country's
firms.
Please add any other firm-specific motive.
Finally, what was the most important firm specific motive for you ?
3.2 When you invested had you strategic motives as well ?
Yes 0	 No 0
If No, go to 3.3
If Yes please assign a number from 1 to 5 for each of the following
motives.
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Investing in one of these countries in order to gain a first mover advantage.
Investing in one of these countries, because a competitor of the domestic
market had done that.
The investment in one of these countries is part of a wider cost leadership
strategy.
The investment in one of these countries is part of a wider differentiation
strategy.
The investment in one of these countries is part of a wider cost-focus
strategy in certain activities.
The investment in one of these countries is part of a wider differentiation-
focus strategy.
The investment in one of these countries is part of a greater geographical
diversification strategy.
The investment in one of those countries is the outcome of other strategic
motives. Please specify:
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Finally, what was the most important strategic motive for you ?
3.3 When you invested in one of these countries did you have «Home-host
country specific» motives as well ?
Yes 0	 No 0
If No, go to 4
If Yes please assign a number from 1 to 5 to each of the following motives:
The economic environment of high interest rates in Greece prevents us
from undertaking investment activities. So when we invest in these
countries we indirectly enhance our competitiveness in the Greek and other
Western markets.
By investing in Albania/Bulgaria/Romania/Russia we take advantage of
the country's land and/or natural resources.
By investing in Albania/Bulgaria/Romania/Russia we take advantage of
the country's infrastructure.
By investing in Albania/Bulgaria/Romania/Russia we take advantage of
the country's skilled human resources specialised to industry/firm
particular needs.
When we were investing in Albania/Bulgaria/Romania/Russia we were
interested in the size and character of that country's demand. (Demand for
18
low or high quality products).
When we were investing in Albania/Bulgaria/Romania/Russia we were
overcoming barriers to trade imposed by the local government of the host
country's (tariffs and/or quotas).
Please add any other home/host country specific motive that you had when
you decided to invest abroad.
Finally, what was the most important country specific motive for you ?
4. Did you export to Albania/Bulgaria/Romania/Russia before deciding to
invest there ?
Yes 0	 No 0
5a. Please assign a number from 1 to 5 (1 for low-intensity motive, 5 for the
highest intensity motive) for each of the following financial firm specific
motives which made you to establish an I.J.V.
Portfolio Diversification
The amount of invested capital is smaller-proportionally- in an I.J.V. than
a W.O.S. so we achieve indirectly a risk reduction in financial terms, since
we commit less financial capital in the I.J.V. compare to the W.O.S.
option.
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In an I.J.V. we have a faster payback period than in a W.O.S.
5b. Please give any other financial firm specific motive which made you want
to establish an I.J.V.
5c. Finally what was the most important financial firm specific motive for you
to establish an I.J.V. ?
6a. Please assign a number from 1 to 5 (1 for low intensity motive, 5 for the
highest intensity motive) for each of the following strategic firm specific
motives which made you want to establish an I.J.V. ?
Access to raw materials.
Access to cheap labour.
Access to distribution channels.
Exploiting economies of scale and scope.
Competitors in the domestic market established an I.J.V. in Albania/
Bulgaria/Romania/Russia and we imitated their strategy.
Through the I.J.V. we achieve risk reduction in a politically, legally and
socially unstable environment.
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Through the I.J.V. we overcome cultural differences and/or benefit from
local partner's know how and/or we «absorb» his/her specific knowledge
and managerial capability.
6b. Please give any other strategic firm specific motive which made you want
to create an I.J.V.
6c. Finally, what was the most important strategic firm specific motive for you
to create an I.J.V. ?
7a. Please assign a number from 1 to 5 (1 indicates the lowest intensity motive,
5 the highest) to each country specific motive which made you want to
establish an I.J.V.
Overcoming governmental barriers. Host country legislation prevents the
W.O.S. entry as an option.
Bargaining power with local governmental authorities increases via an
I.J.V. option.
7b. Please give any other country specific motive which made you to create an
I.J.V.
7c. Finally, what was the most important country specific motive for you to
create an I.J.V. ?
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8. What were the reasons which made you dismiss the W.O.S. option ?
9a. Please assign a number from 1 to 5 (1 indicates low intensity criterion, 5
indicates high intensity criterion) for motives in selecting your partner.
Partner's facilities, infrastructure
Partner's resources
Partners' status (brand name)
Partner's local identity
The partner shares common strategic goals with the Greek venturer
Partner of similar size
Partner of smaller size
Partner of bigger size
Partner with adequate client base
Partner's ability to communicate in Greek
Partner with complementary resources
Partner with high technology and experience in its application
Partner with adequate financial resources
Partner having high credit rating in the host country banking sector/having
access to cheaper capital
Partner with established marketing experience/distribution system
Partner with highly specific labour force and non-militant workers
Partner activated in similar activities with those of the Greek firm
Partner who respects the other partner. Has no opportunistic motives for
collaboration
Choice of partner determined by the external environment
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9b. Do you have any other special criteria for selecting your partner which
cover particular requirements of your enterprise (for example amount of
assets etc.)
Yes 0	 No 0
If Yes please specify.
10. Would you rather select as a partner a state-owned enterprise, a privately
owned enterprise or a private individual?
1.State owned	 2.Privately owned	 3.Private individual
enterprise	 enterprise 
11. If you would rather select as a partner a state owned enterprise please
assign a number from 1 to 5 (1 indicates low level of intensity 5 indicates
the highest level of intensity) for the reasons for this.
Forced choice
Access to cheaper capital
Governmental favouritism in the granting of contracts
Access to information channels
12. How bureaucratic is a state owned enterprise in Albania/Bulgaria/
Romania/Russia is it:
More bureaucratic than a private firm.
Less bureaucratic than a private firm.
Of the same level of bureaucracy.
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13. Describe the reasons that led your Eastern European Partner select you, as
a partner in the I.J.V.
14. A decision in the I.J.V. is a result of
I.J.V.G.M. only
Local Parent alone
Greek Parent alone
I.J.V.G.M. influenced by local Parent
I.J.V.G.M. influenced by Greek Parent
I.J.V.G.M. influenced by both Parents
15. If you do exercise control is it in
Every activity of the I.J.V.
Some activities of the I.J.V.
16. If you exercise control over certain activities of the j.v. can you please
specify those activities.
17. Which part of the value («production») chain of the j.v. do you control
and which part is under the control of your Eastern European Partner.
18a. Please assign a number from 1 to 5 to the following mechanisms of control
that you apply in the case of the I.J.V.
—Board of directors meetings
—Contractual arrangements which specify exactly the rights and
responsibilities of each partner
—Key personnel appointments
—Development of a certain organisational and structural context
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—Sufficient acquaintance with low level j.v. personnel
—Integration between the j.v. and the parent firms
—Exercise of diplomacy
— Existence of specific mechanisms for solving disputes
— High voting rights
—Evaluation of the East European's partner desire to control and
manage the j.v.
— Evaluation of all legal and fiscal provisions which affect the j.v. and
may change
— Imposition of minimum performance requirements
—Veto rights
— Selection of the I.J.V's.G.M.
— Training of personnel
— Ex post performance appraisal
—Compensation Reward Strategies
—Policies which govern parental intervention
18b. Please give details of any additional mechanism of control that you apply
to the j.v.
19a. Is your East European partner familiar with the above mechanisms of
control?
Yes El	 No El
19b. If «Yes» please specify the mechanisms with which he is familiar with.
20. Do you own more or less than 50% of the share capital of the j.v.?
Please specify.
1. Less	 2. Equal to 50%	 3. More
21. Which of the following factors led you to this decision
— Financial constraint
—Country Risk
— Imposed decision by local government
— J.V. partner
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22a. Specify other factors which led you to that decision.
22b. Which of the above factors was the most important in your decision-
making. (Rank them all with the 1-5 point scale again).
23. Is your contribution to the j.v. mainly
1. Pecuniary	 2. Non-pecuniary	 3. Both
Please specify briefly
24. How often do you disagree with your partner ?
1. Rarely	 2. Sometimes	 3. Very often
Please give a brief explanation
25. The intensity of disagreement can be characterised as:
1. Low	 2. Medium	 3. High
Please give a brief explanation
26. Which of the following are reasons or sources of disagreement with your
partner (Please use the 1-5 point scale)
—The partner attempts to achieve personal goals
—Different cultural background
—Different strategic goals of the partners
—Different time horizon strategy of the parents
—Competition between parent firms
—Transfer of knowledge
—Use of the same trademark
—Disagreement between the partners for the distribution of profit
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— Different management styles
— Bad personal relations inside the I.J.V.
— Conflict-in personal level-between I.J.V's.G.M. and parent firms
26b. Other reasons which led you to disagree with your partner (please specify)
27. Do you intend to change your share of capital in the J.V.?
1. Yes 0	 2. No 0	 3. I do not know 0
Please provide a brief explanation
28. Does your partner intend to change his share of capital in the J.V.?
1. Yes 0	 2. No 0	 3. I do not know 0
Please provide a brief explanation
29. Is the transformation of the j.v. into a W.O.S. possible or not in the
future?
1. Yes 0	 2. Now 0	 3. I do not know 0
Please justify your answer
30. Do you characterise the J.V's financial results as:
I. Poor 0
	 2. Medium 0 3. Good 0 4.1 do not know/answer 0
Please explain the reasons
31. Do you characterise the performance level of the I.J.V's.G.M. as:
I.Poor level 0
	
2. Medium level0	 3. Good level0
Please explain
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32. Do you characterise the I.J.V's personnel performance as:
1.Poor level 0	 2. Medium level0	 3. Good level0
Please explain 
33. Do you apply the same methods for assessing j.v. performance as you
apply for assessing your firm's internal divisions.
Yes 0	 No 0
Please explain
34. Is your enterprise a member of the Athens Stock Exchange?
Yes 0	 No 0
35. If yes, please give the share prices before and after the announcement of
the joint venture's formation in Eastern Europe.
36. Please assign a number from 1 to 5 for the following problems:
—Corruption
— Bureaucracy
—Convertible currency or Foreign Exchange Problem
—Telecommunications
— Lack of Banking Support
—Volatile legal framework
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APPENDIX B
Introduction
Here we describe in 112 diagrams the overall theoretical results of our
research
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I:	 AUXILIARY ISSUES
(MOTIVES TO EXPAND ABROAD)
I.A: FIRM SPECIFIC MOTIVES
Al: Access to cheaper financial capital compared to local firms.
,
TABLE No 1
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 39 85.0
2 3 6.5
3 2 4.3
4 1 2.1
5 1 2.1
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A.2: Possession of better technology compared to that of the local firms
TABLE No 2
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 8 17.4
2 4 8.6
3 5 11.0
4 9 19.6
5 20 43.4
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A.3: Possession of superior entrepreneurial and managerial capabilities,
compared to that of the local firms.
,
TABLE No 3
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 1 2.1
2 1 2.1
3 9 19.5
4 13 28.2
5 22 47.8
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I.B: STRATEGIC MOTIVES
B.1: The firm decided to expand abroad in order to achieve a first
mover advantage in these markets.
TABLE No 4
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 1 2.1
2 1 2.1
3 4 8.6
4 12 26.0
5 28 61.0
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B.2: The investment or expansion in these countries is a result of a
following strategy, that is following a competitor from the domestic
market.
TABLE No 5
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 41 89.1
2 2 4.3
3 2 4.3
4 1 2.1
5 - -
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B.3: The investment or expansion is part of a cost leadership strategy
TABLE No 6
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 17 37.0
2 3 6.5
3 7 15.2
4 4 8.6
5 15 32.6
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TABLE No 7
Level of
	
Number of
Intensity	 responses	 %
1
	
33
	 70.2
2
3
	 4	 8.5
4	 4	 8.5
5	 6	 12.7
35
B.4: The investment expansion is part of a product differentiation
strategy.
Note: Here we have 47 observations, because in one case (No 10) the manager stated that in
some ventures a differentiation strategy was followed, however not in others.
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8.5: The investments expansion is part of a cost-focus strategy
TABLE No 8
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 28 60.8
2 3 6.5
3 4 8.6
4 4 8.6
5 7 15.2
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B.6: The investments is part of a differentiation focus strategy
TABLE No 9
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 31 67.3
2 4 8.6
3 6 13.0
4 2 4.3
5 3 6.5
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B.7: The motive to expand abroad was a geographical diversification
strategy
TABLE No 10
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 7 15.2
2 6 13.0
3 7 15.2
4 14 30.4
5 12 26.0
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IC: HOME AND HOST COUNTRY SPECIFIC MOTIVES
C.1: The high level of interest rates in Greece make any investment
activity impossible, so by investing in these countries the firm can
enhance its competitiveness in Greek and other western markets.
TABLE No 11
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 26 56.5
2 3 6.5
3 3 6.5
4 6 13.0
5 8 17.4
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C.2: The firm expanded abroad in order to exploit land and/or natural
resources of the host country.
TABLE No 12
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 36 78.2
2 - -
3 2 4.3
4 6 13.0
5 2 4.3
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C.3: The firm expands abroad in order to exploit the host country's
infrastructure.
TABLE No 13
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 33 69.0
2 7 14.5
3 1 2.0
4 2 4.0
5 5 10.4
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C.4: The firm expanded in these countries in order to exploit specific
human capital in the sector that is activated.
TABLE No 14
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 16 34.7
2 10 21.7
3 12 26.0
4 5 10.8
5 3 6.5
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C.5: The demand conditions in the host country in terms of level and
character, are essential for the firm to expand abroad.
We have one more response because the manager of Case No8
differentiated between the Romanian and the Albanian venture.
TABLE No 15
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 5 10.6
2 3 6.3
3 18 38.2
4 12 25.5
5 9 19.1
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- C.6: The investment is an outcome of the desire to overcome trade
barriers (tariffs and quotas)
TABLE No 16
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 22 48.0
2 3 6.5
3 10 21.7
4 6 13.0
5 5 10.8
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II: CORE ISSUES-MOTIVES TO ESTABLISH A J.V.
IIA: FINANCIAL MOTIVES TO ESTABLISH A JOINT VENTURE
Al: 
	 Portfolio Diversification.
TABLE No 17	 I
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 30 65.2
2 11 24.0
3 2 4.3
4 2 4.3
5 1	 • 2.1
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A.2: With the joint venture option the Greek parent firm can reduce
risk because of lower financial capital commitment in a volatile
environment (compared to that of the W.O.S. option).
TABLE No 18
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 21 45.6
2 8 17.3
3 7 15.2
4 6 13.0
5 4 8.6
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A.3: The joint venture option is preferable to the W.O.S. option,
because of smaller payback period.
TABLE No 19
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 34 74.0
2 6 13.0
3 3 6.5
4 1 2.1
5 2 4.3
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ILB: STRATEGIC MOTIVES TO ESTABLISH A JOINT VENTURE
BI: The firm establishes a joint venture in order to gain access to raw
materials.
TABLE No 20
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 33 68.7
2 3 6.2
3 4 8.3
4 5 10.4
5 3 6.2
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B2: We establish a joint venture because of access to cheaper labour
force.
TABLE No 21	 ]
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 14 30.3
2 7 15.2
3 9 19.5
4 5 11.0
5 11 24.0
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B3:	 The motive for the establishment of a joint venture was the access
to distribution networks.
Here we have one more response because the manager in one Case (No 12)
differentiated between the ventures.
TABLE No 22
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 26 55.3
2 3 6.3
3 3 6.3
4 5 10.6
5 10 21.2
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B.4: Exploitation of economies of scale and scope is the motive for the
establishment of joint ventures.
TABLE No 23
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 26 56.5
2 4 8.6
3 3 6.5
4 6 13.0
5 7 15.2
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B.5: The establishment of a joint venture is the outcome of a follow
strategy, that is following a domestic competitor who entered the host
country via the J.V. option.
TABLE No 24
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 40 87.0
2 5 10.8
3 1 2.1
4 - -
5 - -
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B.6: The motive for the establishment of a joint venture was the
reduction of risk in a politically socially and legally unstable
environment.
TABLE No 25
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 22 47.8
2 2 4.3
3 13 28.2
4 5 11.0
5 4 8.6
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B.7: Through the joint venture option the firm can overcome cultural
barriers and/or take advantage of the local partner's ((Know-how» by
absorbing his/her knowledge and managerial capability.
TABLE No 26
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 21 45.6
2 5 10.8
3 7 15.2
4 9 19.5
5 4 8.6
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II.C: COUNTRY SPECIFIC MOTIVES FOR ESTABLISHING A JOINT
VENTURE
C.1: The joint venture is established in order to overcome governmental
barriers imposed in the host country.
TABLE No 27
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 32 69.5
2 - -
3 2 4.3
4 4 8.6
5 8 17.2
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C.2: The firm established a joint venture, because the legislation in the
foreign country prohibited the wholly owned subsidiary option (at the
time of the entry).
Here we have one more response because the manager in Case No.8
differentiated between Albania and Romania.
TABLE No 28
Level of Intensity Number of
responses %
1	 (YES) 14 29.7
2 (NO) 30 63.8
3 (I DO NOT KNOW) 3 6.3
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C.3: The bargaining power with local governmental authorities is
enhanced via the joint venture option.
TABLE No 29
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 6 13.0
2 3 6.5
3 12 26.0
4 18 39.1
5 7 15.2
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II. CORE ISSUES: PARTNER SELECTION CRITERIA
CHARACTERISTICS
1.	 Partner's infrastructure, installations
TABLE No 30
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 15 32.6
2 3 6.5
3 1 2.1
4 12 26.0
5 15 32.6
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2.	 Partner's Resources
TABLE No 31
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 40 87.0
2 4 8.6
3 - -
4 2 4.3
5 - -
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3.	 Partner's status (brand name)
Here we have two more responses because the managers in two cases
(No 6,10) differentiated their answers.
TABLE No 32
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 12 25.0
2 3 6.2
3 6 12.5
4 14 29.1
5 13 27.0
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No33
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4.	 Partner's Local Identity
TABLE No 33
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 19 41.3
2 1 2.1
3 9 19.5
4 12 26.0
5 5 11.0
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No34
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5.	 The partner shares common strategic goals with the Greek partner.
i
TABLE No 34	 I
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 10 21.7
2 2 4.3
3 12 26.0
4 14 30.4
5 8 17.3
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6.	 The partner's size is smaller bigger or similar to that of the Greek
firm.
Here we have 53 observation, because the manager of the cases No
7,8,11,12 differentiated their answers.
TABLE No 35
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 (smaller size) 37 69.8
2 (same size) 13 24.5
3 (bigger size) 3 5.6
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7:	 The partner must have an adequate customer base.
TABLE No 36
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 28 60.8
2 2 4.3
3 6 13.0
4 4 8.6
5 6 13.0
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8:	 Partner's ability to communicate in Greek
TABLE No 37
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 31 67.3
2 4 8.6
3 4 8.6
4 2 4.3
5 5 10.8
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9:	 The partner is selected because he/she possess complementary
resources.
TABLE No 38
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 43 93.4
2 - -
3 1 2.1
4 2 4.3
5 - -
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10:	 Partner possessing high technology and having experience in its
application.
Here we have 48 observations, because the managers in two cases (No5,7)
differentiated their answers.
TABLE No 39
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 39 81.2
2 1 2.0
3 5 10.4
4 2 4.1
5 1 2.0
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No40
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11:	 The partner has adequate financial resources.
TABLE No 40
Level of
IntensIty
Number of
responses %
1 37 80.4
2 2 4.3
3 5 10.8
4 - -
5 2 4.3
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No41
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12:	 Partner highly . credited by the host country's banking sector;
having access to cheaper capital.
TABLE No 41
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 37 80.4
2 3 6.5
3 1 2.1
4 2 4.3
5 3 6.5
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13:	 Partner who . possess a distribution network and marketing
experience.
TABLE No 42	 I
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 27 58.6
2 3 6.5
3 4 8.6
4 5 10.8
5 7 15.2
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14:	 Partner with skilled labour force and non-militant workers.
TABLE No 43
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 24 52.1
2 2 4.3
3 8 17.3
4 8 17.3
5 4 8.6
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No44
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15: The partner is activated in similar activities with those of the Greek
firm.
Here we have two more responses, because the managers in two
cases (No 3,9) differentiated their answers.
TABLE No 44
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 18 37.5
2 4 8.3
3 6 12.5
4 14 29.1
5 6 12.5
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No45
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16:	 The partner has no opportunistic motives for collaboration
1	
TABLE No 45
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - -
2 - -
3 2 4.3
4 5 10.8
5 39 84.7
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17.	 The partner was imposed by the external environment.
TABLE No 46
Level of
Intensity
t
Number of
responses %
1	 ( YES ) 9 18.4
2 ( NO) 40 81.6
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No47
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18.	 Partner status (profile)
Here we have 55 responses because the managers differentiated their
answers.
TABLE No 47
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 (Public firm) 19 34.5
2 (Private firm) 19 34.5
3 (Private individual) 17 31.0
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II. COPE ISSUE-CONTROL OF THE JOINT VENTURE
A: TYPE OF CONTROL
Al: Decision making inside the Joint Venture
Table 48
Type of Decision Making % Responses
Only the IJVGM	 (independent) 2.0 1
Only the local partner (Dominant) - -
Only the Greek partner (Dominant) - -
General Manager influenced by Greek partner(Dominant) 64.0 30
General Manager influenced by local panther (Dominant) - '	 -
General Manager influenced form both partners (shared
management)
34.0 16
Here we have one more response because the manager in case No3
differentiated his answer.
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A2: Nationality of the Joint Ventures General Manager
TABLE No 49	 )
IJVGM
Nationality
Number of
responses %
Greek 25 57.0
Bulgarian 7 16.0
Romanian 4 9.0
Russian 6 13.5
Albanian 2 4.5
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B: FOCUS OF CONTROL
a) Wider focus: The Greek parent controls every activity of the
venture
b) Narrower focus: The Greek parent controls some activities of
the venture
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No50
TABLE No 50
Focus of
Control
Number of
responses %
Wider 33 70.2
Narrower 14 29.8
Here we have one more response because the manager in case No8
differentiated his answer between the two ventures.
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C: MECHANISMS OF CONTROL
C.1: Board of Directors Meetings
I	 TABLE No 51
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 10 21.2
2 4 8.5
3 16 34.0
4 6 12.7
5 11 23.4
Here we have one more response because the manager in Case No7
differentiated his answer.
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C.2: Contractual arrangements which specify exactly the rights and
obligations of each parent firm.
I	 TABLE No 52
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 13 28.2
2 4 8.6
3 7 15.2
4 5 11.0
5 17 37.0
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C.3: Key personnel appointments.
TABLE No 53
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 13 28.2
2 3 6.5
3 4 8.6
4 8 17.3
5 18 39.1
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C.4: Development of a certain organisational and structural framework
TABLE No 54	 I
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 9 19.5
2 1 2.1
3 6 13.0
4 13 28.2
5 17 37.0
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C.5: Sufficient acquaintance with low level personnel inside the joint
venture.
TABLE No 55
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 20 43.4
2 5 10.9
3 11 24.0
4 7 15.2
5 3 6.5
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C.6: Integration between the parent firms and the joint venture.
Here we have 47 responses because the manager in case No9
differentiated his answer stating that at the early stages of ventures
operation the above mechanism was not used; however it was used in a
later stage.
TABLE No 56
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 25 53.1
2 1 2.1
3 4 8.5
4 11 23.4
5 6 12.7
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C.7 Exercise of Diplomacy.
TABLE No 57
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 21 45.6
2 1 2.1
3 7 15.2
4 14 30.4
5 3 6.5
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C.8: Existence of specific mechanisms for solving disputes.
TABLE No 58
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 23 50.0
2 4 8.6
3 8 17.3
4 6 13.0
5 5 10.8
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C.9: High voting rights
Here we have 52 responses because the managers in some cases
differentiated their answers (Cases No9, 10, 12). In Case No21 the
manager stated that he has high voting rights in the sense that he also has
the management.
TABLE No 59
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 7 13.4
2 2 4.0
3 7 13.4
4 16 30.8
5 20 38.4
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C.10: Evaluation of East-European's partner desire to control and
manage the joint venture.
TABLE No 64
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 38 82.6
2 1 2.1
3	 • 4 8.6
4 3 6.5
5 - -
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C.11: Evaluation of legal and fiscal provisions, which affect the joint
venture and may change.
TABLE No 61
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 12 26.0
2 - -
3 8 17.3
4 11 24.0
5 15 32.6
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C.12: Imposition of minimum performance requirements
TABLE No 62
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 16 34.7
2 5 10.8
3 2 4.5
4 11 24.0
5 12 26.0
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C.13: Veto Rights.
TABLE No 63
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 17 37.0
2 2 4.3
3 2 4.3
4 5 10.8
5 20 43.4
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No64
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C.14: Selection of the joint venture's general manager.
TABLE No 64
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 5 10.8
2 - -
3 1 2.1
4 6 13.0
5 34 74.0
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C.15: Training of personnel.
1	 TABLE No 65
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 8 17.3
2 2 4.3
3. 6 13.0
4 10 21.7
5 20 43.4
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C.16: Ex post performance evaluation.
TABLE No 66
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 17 37.0
2 2 4.3
3 3 6.5
4 9 19.5
5 15 32.6
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C.17: Compensation and Reward strategies
TABLE No 67
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 33 72.0
2 1 2.1
3 6 13.0
4 5 10.8
5 1 2.1
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C.18: Policies which govern parental intervention
TABLE No 68
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 24 52.1
2 2 4.3
3 6 13.0
4 6 13.0
5 8 17.3
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No69
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II: CORE ISSUES - CONFLICT IN JOINT VENTURES
A:	 Frequency of conflict
where 1:rarely (low level)
2:some times (Medium level)
3:very often (High level)
Here we have 47 responses, because the manager of one firm (Case No31
differentiated his answer at the beginning of venture's life-time and at the
time of the interview. He stated that at the beginning the fTegIttenc, \Nas at
a medium level, but at the time of the interview it was at low level.
TABLE No 69
	
I
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 24 51.0
2 15 32.0
3 8 17.0
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No70
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B:	 Intensity of conflict
where 1: Low intensity level
2: Medium intensity level
3: High intensity level
TABLE No 70
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 27 57.4
2 14 29.8
3 6 12.8
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No71
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C: SOURCES OF CONFLICT
Cl: The partner attempts to pursue personal goals
Here we have 45 responses, because the manager in case No37 stated that
he could not provide any further evaluation, because the venture was not
operational.
TABLE No 71
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 23 51.1
2 4 8.9
3 5 11.1
4 5 11.1
5 8 17.7
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No72
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C2: Different Cultural Background
Here we have 45 responses, because of the reason that we
explained already in the previous source (Cl)
TABLE No 72
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 14 31.1
2 4 8.9
3 6 13.3
4 8 17.7
5 13 29.0
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C.3: Different strategic goals of the partners
TABLE No 73
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 31 69.0
2 3 6.6
3 4 8.8
4 3 6.6
5 4 8.8
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No74
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C4: Different time horizon in the strategy of the partners.
Here we have 45 responses for the reason expressed in Cl.
TABLE No 74
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 27 60.0
2 - -
3 5 11.1
4 7 15.5
5 6 13.3
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No75
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C5: Competition between parent firms.
Here we have 45 responses for the reason expressed in Cl.
TABLE No 75
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 41 91.1
2 1 2.2
3 - -
4 1 2.2
5 2 4.4
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C6: Transfer of knowledge
Here we have 45 responses for the reasons expressed in C I .
TABLE No 76
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 40 88.8
2 1 2.2
3 1 2.2
4 2 4.4
5 1 2.2
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No77
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C7: Use of the same trademark.
Here we have 45 responses for the reasons expressed in CI.
TABLE No 77
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 44 98.0
2 - -
3 - -
4 - -
5 1 2.0
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C8: Disagreement between the partners for the distribution of profits
Here we have 45 responses because of the reasons, that we have
already expressed in Cl.
TABLE No78
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 39 86.6
2 1 2.2
3 4 8.8
4 1 2.2
5 . -
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No79
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C9: Different management style
Here we have 45 responses because of the reason that we expressed in Cl.
TABLE No 79
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 8 17.8
2 2 4.4
3 5 11.1
4 12 26.6
5 18 40.0
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No80
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C.10: Bad personal relation inside the joint venture
Here we have one more response, because the manager in case No 1
differentiated his answer at the beginning of the venture's life time and at the
time of the interview.
TABLE No 80
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 36 78.2
2 2 4.3
3 5 11.0
4 1 2.1
5 2 4.3
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No81
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C11: Conflict between the joint venture's general manager and the
parent firms.
Here we have 45 responses, because of the reasons expressed in Cl.
TABLE No 81
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 42 93.3
2 1 2.2
3 2 4.5
4 - -
5 - -
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No82
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II. CORE ISSUES-STABILITY IN THE JOINT VENTURES
1.	 A change of the (%) share capital is expected by the Greek parent
firm.
n.a= not available
TABLE No 82
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1. YES 13 29.0
2.NO 28 62.2
3.N.A. 4 8.8
ANALYSIS
By omitting non-responses the percentages are: 68.3% for the «no»
answer and 31.7% for the «yes» answer.
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No83
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2.	 A change of the (/o) share capital is expected by the East European
partner.
N.A= not available
Here we have two more responses because the managers in cases
No4 and No7 differentiated their answers.
TABLE No 83
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1. YES 5 10.6
2.NO 33 70.2
3.N.A. 9 19.2
ANALYSIS
By omitting non-responses the percentages are: 86.8% for the «no»
answer and 13.2% for the «yes» answer.
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3.	 The transformation of the joint venture into a wholly owned
subsidiary is possible in the future
N.A=not available
TABLE No 84
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1. YES 10 22.2
2.NO 27 60.0
3.N.A. 8 17.8
ANALYSIS
By omitting non-responses the percentages are: 72.9% for the «no»
answer and 27.02% for the «yes» answer.
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II. CORE ISSUE-PERFORMANCE OF THE JOINT VENTURE
1.	 Financial Performance
	Where 1=
	 poor financial performance
	
2=	 medium financial performance
	
3=	 good financial performance
N.A. 	 not available
TABLE No 85
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses
1 13 28.2
2	 • 12 26.0
3 14 30.4
N.A. 7 15.2
ANALYSIS
By omitting non-responses the percentages are: 33.3". n for poor
performance, 30.7"0 for medium performance and 35.8"0 for low
perform ance.
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2.	 Performance of the joint venture's general manager
	Where I=	 poor performance
	
1=	 medium performance
	
3=	 good performance
TABLE No 86
Level of
Intensity
1
2
3
Number of
responses
4
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3.	 Link between performance of the joint venture general manager and
his/her nationality
RESULTS (Greek general managers)
Where 1= poor performance
2=	 medium performance
3=	 good performance
TABLE No 87
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 3 12.5
2 5 20.8
3 16 66.6
ANALYSIS
The above is an interaction between the diagrams 49 and 86. In
diagram 49 we have 25 joint venture managers of Greek nationality. Here
we have 24 managers because the manager in Case No15 could not
116
evaluate the performance of the venture's general manager, due to the
small operational time of the venture.
The above results demonstrate that the majority of Greek
managers have a good performance in these countries. The responses for
medium and poor level are also understandable. A foreign manager can
make mistakes operating in a totally unknown environment.
We can continue with the performance of the general managers of
other nationalities.
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RESULTS (Bulgarian general managers)
	
Where 1=	 poor performance
	
1=	 medium performance
	
3=	 good performance
TABLE No 88
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses • %
1 - -
2 5 71.4
3 2 28.5
ANALYSIS
The above diagram is also an interaction of diagrams 49 and g6. We can
see that out of the seven Bulgarian general managers, the majority of
them have a medium performance level.
We can continue with the Romanian general managers.
DIAGRAM No89
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RESULTS (Romanian general managers)
Where 1= poor performance
2=	 medium performance
3=	 good performance
NOTE: Here we have data only for three out of the four Romanian managers,
because that manager in case No37 stated that he could not evaluate the
performance of the general manager, as the venture was not operational
at the time of the interview.
TABLE No 89
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - -
2 1 33.3
3 2 66.6
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ANALYSIS
We can see that the majority of the Romanian general managers
have a good performance level. The above is an interaction of diagrams
49 and 86 as well. We can continue with the Russian managers.
DIAGRAM No90
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RESULTS (Russian general managers)
	Where 1=	 poor performance
	
7,-	 medium performance
	
3=	 good performance
TABLE No 90
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 1 16.6
2 1 16.6
3 4 66.6
ANALYSIS
We can see that the majority of Russian managers performance has
been evaluated 13S/ the Greek parent firms as good. This table is also an
interaction of diagrams 49 and 86. We can continue with the Albanian
managers.
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RESULTS (Albanian . general managers)
	Where 1=	 poor performance
medium performance
	
3=	 good performance
TABLE No 91
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - -
2 2 100.0
3 - -
ANALYSIS
We can see that the performance of the Albanian managers is
evaluated as medium by the Greek parent firms.
In the next diagram we provide an average for Eastern European
managers.
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DIAGRAM No92
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TABLE No 92
Level of
intensity
Number of
responses %
1 1 5.5
2 9 50.0
3 8 44.4
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ANALYSIS
The above table and diagram is an interaction of diagrams 88-91
and covers all Eastern European managers. We can see that the
evaluation on the part of their Western partners, demonstrates that
Eastern European managers have qualifications and advantages, which
the western partner must consider.
In the next diagrams we classify general managers' performance
according to their nationality.
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RESULTS ( Good performance level)
TABLE 93
Managers	 Number of
Nationality	 managers	 %.
Albanian (A)	 -
Bulgarian (B)	 2	 8.3
Romanian (R)	 2	 8.3
Russian (RS)	 4	 16.6
Greek (GR)	 16	 66.6
ANALYSIS
The above diagram classifies the 24 general managers who
achieved, good performance levels according to their nationality. We can
see that the majority of them are Greeks. That demonstrates that the
Western (Greek) managers, are more successful than the locals.
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RESULTS ( Medium performance level)
TABLE 94
Managers	 Number of
Nationality	 managers	 %
Albanian (A)	 2	 14.2
Bulgarian (B)	 5	 35.7
Romanian (R)	 1	 7.1
Russian (RS)	 1	 7.1
Greek (GR)	 5	 35.7
ANALYSIS
The above diagram classifies the 14 general managers who had
medium performance levels according to their nationality. We can see
that the number of Bulgarian and Greek managers is the same.
Furthermore the number of Russian and Romanian managers is almost
identical.
The next diagram classifies the general managers who achieved low
performance level according to their nationality.
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RESULTS (Low performance level)
TABLE 95
Managers	 Number of
Nationality	 managers	 %
Albanian (A)	 -
Bulgarian (B)
	 -
Romanian (R)
Russian (RS)
	 1	 25
Greek (GR)	 3	 75
ANALYSIS
From the above empirical data we can see that the majority of
managers who have low performance are Greeks.
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4.	 Personnel Performance
Level of intensity
Where 1=
1.=
3=
poor performance level
medium performance level
good performance level
,
TABLE No 96
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 11 25.0
2 22 50.0
3 11 25.0
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No97
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5.	 Link between Financial Performance and Decision Making inside
the joint venture.
1.	 Good Level of Financial Performance-Decision Making
inside the venture.
TABLE 97
Type of decision making Number of responses	 °A
1 The G.M. influenced
only by theGreek partner	 8	 571
2 The G.M influenced by
oath partners	 6	 429
ANALYSIS
The above diagram distinguishes the type of control that the 14 ventures
of diagram No85 have. We can see that of the 14 ventures which achieved
good performance levels, eight belong to the dominant control type.
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Number of 8
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4
2
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1	 2	 3
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No98
TABLE 98
Type of decision making	 Number of res ponses
1 The G.M influenced
%
only by the Greek partner 9 818
2 The GM. influenced by
both partners 1 9.0
3 The decisions come only
from the IJGM 1 90
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2.	 Medium Level of Financial Performance-Decision Making
inside the venture.
Note: Here we have eleven responses and not twelve as in diagram
No85. because we omitted Case No3
ANALYSIS
We can see that the majority of ventures, which achieved medium
financial performance levels are of dominant type.
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3.	 Poor Level of Financial Performance-Decision Making
inside the venture.
TABLE 99
Type of decision making Number of responses
	 %
1 The G.M. influenced
only by the Greek partner 	 6	 46.1
2 The G.M. influenced by
both partners	 7	 53.8
ANALYSIS
The empirical data demonstrate that the majority of the ventures
which are characterised by poor financial performance levels are of shared
management type, rather than dominant control type. It is important
however to point out the slight majority.
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II. CORE ISSUES-PROBLEMS THAT JOINT VENTURES FACE.
1.	 Corruption
Note: Here we have 46 responses because the manager in case
No37 evaluated the situation, despite that the venture
was not operational yet.
TABLE No 100
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - -
2 2 4.3
3 17 37.0
4 16 34.7
5 11 24.0
DIAGRAM No101
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2.	 Bureaucracy
Note: Here we have 46 responses because the manager in case No37
provided an answer
I	
TABLE No 101
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - -
2 - -
3 5 11.0
4 36 78.0
5 5 11.0
DIAGRAM No102
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*
3:	 Convertible Currency or Foreign Exchange Problem
Note: Here we have again 46 responses, because the manager in Case
No37 provided an answer
TABLE No 102
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 2 4.3
2 5 11.0
3 11 24.0
4 27 58.6
5 1 2.1
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No103
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4:	 Telecommunications
Note Here we have again 46 responses, because the manager in Case
No37 provided an answer
TABLE No 103
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - .
2 - -
3 3 6.6
4 18 39.1
5 25 54.3
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No104
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5:	 Lack of Banking Support
Here we have 47 responses because the manager in case No98
differentiated his answer for Albania and Romania.
TABLE No 104
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - -
2 3 6.3
3 7 15.0
4 24 51.0
5 13 27.6
RESULTS-DIAGRAM No105
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6.	 Volatile Legal Framework
Note: Here we have again 46 responses, because the manager in Case
No37 answered the question
TABLE No 105
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 - -
2 - -
3 1 2.1
4 21 45.6
5 24 52.2
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III. JOINT VENTURES PROFILE
1:	 Joint ventures year of establishment
TABLE 106
Year of
	 Number of
Establishment	 ventures	 %
1989	 1	 2.0
1990	 1	 2.0
1991	 5	 10.2
1992	 19	 38.7
1993	 12	 24.4
1994	 11	 22.4
Note: Here we have 49 responses because the managers in Cases No7 and
8 differentiated their answers for their ventures. The answers of cases
No3,5 and 12 are not included. These managers did not provide us with
the actual year of establishment but stated generally that: «our ventures
were established after 1989 or 1990...» etc.
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ANALYSIS
The above diagram demonstrates a two pace process. We have
already pointed out that until the end of 1988 only 15 joint ventures were
established between Greek firms and enterprises from, Eastern European
Countries. The above diagram demonstrates that, in the period 1989-
1991, the process of establishing joint ventures in former C.M.E.A.
countries started to accelerate; however the speed was still low.
This changed in the period 1992-1994. The fact that 1992 is the
«milestone-year» is not accidental. It is the same year when Greek exports
started to rise in the four BSEC countries that we are focused. Let us also
remember that the BSEC organisation was founded in 1992, that in
30/5/1992 the UN embargo was imposed on «New Yugoslavia» and also
at the end of that year the internal economic borders of the E.U. were
abolished.
All the above created a new economic environment for the Greek
enterprises, which forced them to expand their activities abroad. A new
«regime switch» for banks, enterprises and even for the state occurred.
The economic framework changed completely.
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2.	 Share of Greek parent firm in the venture
	
Where 1=	 Less than 50% of the venture's financial capital
	
2=	50-50 ownership
	
3=	 More than 50% of the venture's financial capital.
Note: Here we have 81 responses, close to our total population. For Case
No3 we have data only for one venture, because the manager
refused to disclose information concerning all the group's ventures.
TABLE No 107
Level of
Intensity
Number of
responses %
1 7 8.6
2 22 27.1
3 52 64.1
4 - -
5 - -
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ANALYSIS
The above demonstrates that in the majority of cases the Greek
firms establish majority ownership ventures. This is the outcome of their
desire to control the venture and it can also be attributed to the partners
inability to contribute financial capital. In the 64.2% of the ventures the
Greek parent firm has a majority ownership. In 27.2% there is a 50-50
ownership share and in the rest 8.6% the Greek parent firm is a minority
holder.
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3:	 Joint ventures Activity Profile
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TABLE 108
Activity	 Number of
Profile	 ventures
P.S. 7 Where P.S.: Primary Sector (7.6%)
17 I	 : Industry (18.4%)
13 S: Services (14.1%)
4 C: Construction (4.3%)
1 E: Energy (1.0%)
H&R 1 H&R: Hotels and Restaurants (1.0%)
47 T: Trade	 (51.0%)
R&D 2 R:D: Research and Development (2.1%)
Notes: (1)Here we have 92 responses because in some cased the ventures have two
activity profiles simultaneously. These cases are No 8,10,28,30,39 and 43.
(2)Cattleraising ventures are included in the primary sector category
(3)We include Case No44 as well.
ANALYSIS
The above data demonstrate that the majority of joint ventures
have a trading character. This is consistent with the data that we have already
presented concerning the private sector's activity in these countries. The fact that
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in some cases the same venture has two activities to pursue is a very interesting
phenomenon. We must always remember that in the socialist countries the
notion for the enterprise and its role that of the «factory-firm».
It is very interesting that ventures like the two which we find in Case No8
can simultaneously provide consultant services and trade. furthermore one of the
four ventures in Case No10 is simultaneously activated in construction and
trade.
The phenomenon is still very limited; however it is promising to find
ventures established between locals and foreigners with multiple and diverse
entrepreneurial goals simultaneously.
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4:	 Joint ventures Activity Profile in each country
RESULTS (Albania)
Activity
Profile
TABLE 109
Number of
ventures
P.S. 1 Where P.S.: Primary Sector (10%)
4 I	 : Industry (40%)
1 S: Services (10%)
C: Construction -
E: Energy -
H&R H&R: Hotels and Restaurants -
4 T: Trade (40%)
R&D R:D: Research and Development -
Note: One of the ventures (case No8) is simultaneously activated in trade
and services
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TABLE 110
Activity	 Number of
Profile	 ventures
P.S. Where P.S.: Primary Sector -
6 I	 : Industry	 (21.4%)
2 S: Services	 (7.1 %)
C: Construction -
E: Energy	 -
H&R H&R: Hotels and Restaurants -
20 T: Trade (71.4%)
R&D R:D: Research and Development -
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RESULTS (BULGARIA)
Note: Two of the ventures (cases No 28,30) are simultaneously activated in trade and
industry.
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RESULTS (ROMANIA)
Activity
Profile
TABLE 111
Number of
ventures
P.S. Where P.S.: Primary Sector -
I 4 I	 : Industry (19%)
S 5 S: Services (23%)
C 2 C: Construction (9.5%)
E E: Energy -
H&R 1 H&R: Hotels and Restaurants (4.7%)
T 8 T: Trade (38.0%)
R&D 1 R:D: Research and Development (4.7%)
Note: The venture of Case No8 is simultaneously activated in trade and
services. Furthermore one of the ventures in Case No 10 is simultaneously
activated in trade and construction.
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RESULTS (RUSSIA)
Activity
Profile
TABLE 112
Number of
ventures
P.S. 6 Where P.S.: Primary Sector (18.1%)
3 I	 : Industry (9.0%)
5 S: Services (15.1%)
2 C: Construction (6.0%)
1 E: Energy (3.0%)
H&R H&R: Hotels and Restaurants -
15 T: Trade (45.4%)
R&D 1 R:D: Research and Development (3.0%)
Note: The venture of Case No39 is simultaneously activated in the
primary sector and in trade. Furthermore the venture of Case No43 is
simultaneously activated in production and trade activities.
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APPENDIX C
Abbreviations
B.S.E.C.
C.I.N.G.
D.M.
G.DR.
U.K.
U.S.D.
I.J.V.
W.O.S.
=	 Black Sea Economic Co-operation
=	 Confederation of Industries of Northern Greece
=	 Deutsch Mark
=	 Greek Drachma
=	 United Kingdom
=	 United States Dollar
=	 International Joint Venture
=	 Wholly owned Subsidiary
